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Revision 5b3162c5 - 2021-07-30 10:50 - Christian Kuhn
[FEATURE] showPossibleLocalizationRecords for tt_content image, assets, media
Scenario:
A tt_content default language record with images, assets or media
is localized ("translate" / "connected" mode, not "copy") to
another language. Attached images, assets and media will be
localized, too.
If later the default language record is changed to add another
image, asset or media, the localized record now shows the
additional default language record relation as shadowed box
and allows localizing this additional record with a single click.
This is done by setting for those TCA inline relations:
['appearance']['showPossibleLocalizationRecords'].
Notes:
showPossibleLocalizationRecords works on l10n_parent and does NOT
honor l10n_source (yet?): In a 'localization chain' (default is
localized to dutch, dutch is localized to german), an additional
image, asset or media on the dutch record is not shown in the
german record, but an additional record in default language is
shown in the german record.
showAllLocalizationLink: This is an optional additional button to
localize all missing relations with one click, not only single
ones. This is not enabled with the patch: The additional button
bloats the already pretty complex interface even more, and editors
often only need to deal with one or at least only a small list of
additional relations. Instances where editors often deal with lots
of such inline relations can easily enable that button on their own.
showSynchronizationLink: The behavior of that button is in practice
very similar to showAllLocalizationLink and not enabled for similar
reasons.
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#1 - 2021-07-23 11:58 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70058
#2 - 2021-07-23 12:00 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70058
#3 - 2021-07-30 10:55 - Christian Kuhn
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 5b3162c5fc042421b03beadaee7410aba035bedb.
#4 - 2021-09-07 07:32 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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